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ATTENTION NEWS ASSIGNMENT & CALENDAR EDITORS :

The New York April Fools’ Committee Is Proud to Announce

NEW YORK CITY’S 28th ANNUAL
APRIL FOOLS’ DAY PARADE

Forget the Big Bang Theory, Let’s Just Go Out With a Big Bang!

The 28th Annual April Fools’ Day Parade will begin at Fifth Avenue and 59th Street at 12 noon, Monday, April 1, 2013. Rain or shine,
the parade will march down Fifth Avenue to Washington Sq. Park for the climactic selection of the King of Fools from the costumed marching
look-alikes.

The New York April Fools’ Day Parade was created in 1986 to remedy a glaring omission in New York’s ethnic and holiday parades. These
events fail to recognize the importance of April 1st, the day designated to commemorate the folly of mankind. In an attempt to bridge this gap
and bring people back in touch with their inherent foolishness, the parade annually crowns a King of Fools from parading look-alikes.

The theme for this year’s parade is “Forget the Big Bang Theory, Let’s Just  Go Out With a Big Bang.” The parade blasts off with John
Lee Hooker’s hit “Boom Boom Boom Boom.” Grand Marshall Gen. David Petraeus plays lead kazoo with the Up Your Wazoo Marching
Band and is joined by N. Korean, Russian, Syrian, Iranian, Israeli and Chinese military processions showing off their big-bang bombs.

Setting the pace for the floats will be Lance Armstrong and his U.S. Postal Service Pro Cycling Team, which will be much slower this year
as the team is no longer using performance enhancing drugs. The first float will be the Room Temperature IQ float featuring medical doctor,
Rep. Paul Collins Broun, Jr. (R-GA), who says that evolution, embryology and the Big Bang Theory are “lies straight from the pit of Hell;”
Arkansas Republican State Legislator John Hubbard, who believes slavery “may actually have been a blessing in disguise” for blacks; Arkansas
legislative candidate Charlie Fuqua, who wants to deport all Muslims and establish the death penalty for rebellious children; Televangelist Pat
Robertson, who encourages men to become Muslim and relocate to Saudi Arabia so they can legally beat their wives; and Sen. Lindsey
Graham (R-SC) who believes “the more you drink, the better you’re able to cope in Washington.” Demand to be on this float was so great this
year that participation had to be limited. Next up is the Boy-Scout-Pedophile-Troup-Leaders-Against-Homosexuality protest float,
followed by the Zumba Brothel Dance float featuring Alexus Wright and her johns, the GOP sponsored Clint Eastwood Empty Chair float,
and the Viagra sponsored Hugh Hefner Marriage float.

Trojan Pleasure Carts will weave through the crowd handing out 10,000 vibrating sex toys. Ultra-Orthodox Jewish Vendors will follow in
their footsteps handing out eye glasses that blur vision so attendees won’t have to look at anything they consider immodest.

The marching celebrity look-alikes will include John Sununu and Lil Wayne spewing racial slurs; former AIG CEO Hank Greenberg
threatening to sue the government for its generosity; Chuck Norris ushering in 1,000 years of darkness after Obama was re-elected; wannabe
senator Geraldo Rivera pleading “Vote for me!”; and biographer Paula Broadwell scoping out anyone who appears at all interested in
General Petraeus. Bringing up the rear, and making his final exit, will be the 2012 King of Fools Mitt Romney, triumphant with an overwhelming
47% of the vote from last year’s parade attendees. He’ll be followed by adoring throngs of self-deporting immigrants.

As the parade enters Washington Square Park, the festivities will begin. Food concessions will sell Pink Slime, Horsemeat and Desinewed
Meat Burgers; there will be an Artificial Fiscal Cliff where patrons can line up to jump off; a booth offering Free Amish Haircuts and
Shaves; a Papal Confessional booth where Pope Benedict XVI will confess to the public about predator priests, BBC presenter Jimmy
Savile’s Papal Knighthood, and the Vatican butler, before his sequestration and eternal silence begins; a Demonstration of Fracking in
Public Parks will show how the government plans to use wasted open spaces to support energy independence while searching for Jimmy
Hoffa’s body. A Celebrity Auction booth will offer a virtual date with Manti Te’o and will sell the Reverend Jessie Jackson Jr’s personal bling
collection to help pay back squandered campaign contributions. There will be a XXX Screening of Hulk Hogan having sex with his friend’s
wife. And finally, an Ask-a-Scientific-Genius booth where  Rep. Dana Rohrabacher (R-CA) will discuss his belief that dinosaur flatulence might
explain historic warming patterns; Rep. Lamar Smith (R-TX), current chair of the House Committee on Science, Space and Technology, who
describes environmentalists who warn about the seriousness of climate change “global warming alarmists”; Todd Akin, former Missouri GOP
Representative, who believes “if it’s a legitimate rape, the female body has ways to try to shut that whole thing down.” Volunteers will
circulate waiting lists for personal surveillance drones and semi automatic assault rifles as well as petitions to make it harder for the elderly,
disabled and poor to vote. At sunset, carrying on the theme of the parade, there will be a Ted Nugent Patriotic Fireworks Display.

This year’s parade will be televised by Al Jazeera with guest commentator former Florida Tea Party Congressman Allen West who will amaze
the crowd with his talent as an anal ventriloquist. The public is encouraged to participate, in or out of costume, with or without floats, and may
join the procession at any point along the parade route. Floats can be no wider than 10’ and no longer than 30’. They can be self-propelled,
towed, pushed or pulled. Customized bicycles, tricycles, baby carriages and aerial balloons are welcome. All participants are costumed look-
alikes, and the Parade Committee assumes no liability for damages caused by satire. Parade floats and marchers must be at 59th  Street and
Fifth Ave no later than 11:30 a.m..

We are grateful for the generous support of Goldman Sachs which wishes to express appreciation for having gotten off scot-free after ripping
off the public. Other proud sponsors include  the Government Services Administration (GSA) offering free champaigne and caviar throughout
the park; Chick-fil-A offering free food to gay couples who refuse to patronize the anti-gay restaurant chain; Pizza Hut redeeming themselves
after their misguided dare to customers to ask debating presidential candidates if they prefer sausage or pepperoni; and the international
cruiseship industry hoping to entice patrons to take their new less toxic and more sanitary virtual cruises.

The King of Fools will be chosen based on the loudest cheers at Washington Square Park. The winner will reign through March 31, 2014.

Contact: Joey Skaggs  .   Committee Chair   .   212-254-7878   .   info@joeyskaggs.com   .   34 E. 11th St., Suite 2A   .  New York, NY 10003
http://aprilfoolsdayparade.com
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by Lex Lonehood Published December 7, 1999 in Scope

You're Shittin' Me!
Veteran prankster Joey Skaggs covers Rudy
with crap

Throwing a wad of elephant dung in Mayor Giuliani's
face was a real thrill: the windup, then the pitch,
followed by the soft splat. And then the intoxication
of seeing the browngray sludge dribble off his
toothy smirk. Alas, this was only good clean fun; the
shit was artificial and the mayor a cartoonish
painting. But fakeness is the legitimate medium in
which the organizer of this past Saturday's "Doody
Rudy" event trafficks. Meet Joey Skaggs, mindfucker:
the man who sculpts the media like putty, leaving a
trail of hoaxes and provocations spread out over 30
years.

It was high noon in
Washington Square
Park when Skaggs
and his soldiers
arrived toting a
large canvas tarp
gleaming in the sun. Hanging on poles, the canvas
depicted Giuliani 's face on the body of the Madonna,
which was painted to mimic Chris Ofili's The Holy
Virgin Mary, the dungladen portrait that made
Giuliani mad enough to pull the Brooklyn Museum's
funding.

People paid $1 per shot to throw the ersatz dung
(with donations going to Housing Works, an agency
for the homeless). Disappointingly, the crap initially
slid off the canvas, as if Giuliani were the Teflon ex
president himself, but the brown slime slowly started
to stick, as a beefedup police force calmly watched
from the sidelines. Perhaps the NYPD had decided to
tone down their response  that morning, The New
York Times ran a story about a police raid on Steve
Powers, the graffiti artist who painted the Giuliani
/Madonna image. Powers had his apartment
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searched as part of an unrelated "vandalism
investigation," which coincidentally took place just
hours after he and Skaggs appeared on a radio
program promoting the dung toss.

Sporting a shiteating grin, Skaggs was pushing a
wheeled recycling bin filled with supposed elephant
dung. But the largest contingent of the procession
was his orchestra: the swarming media from a
multitude of TV outlets, their bulky Betacams
obscenely protruding every which way and barking
for 30second sound bites. With no dramatic buildup
or megaphone rabble rousing, the event grew a little
dull in person, but it played well for the cameras. It
was the lead story on some New York TV stations,
and all the evening newscasts featured raucous
footage of Rudy getting doodied, punctuated with
participants' terse bursts against the mayor's
policies.

As the event proved, Skaggs is a savvy provocateur,
but his true genius lies in foisting hoaxes upon the
gullible media, as he has for the last three
decades. As he became better known as a
prankster, Skaggs began giving lectures on the
university circuit, but in 1988, when Entertainment
Tonight invited him to appear on their show for an
episode on hoaxes, he sent an imposter who went
undetected by them.

Skaggs keeps a complete online retrospective of his
hoaxes and their subsequent exposures,
documenting works like the hilarious Cathouse for
Dogs (1976), where he created phony video footage
of a Manhattan bordello for servicing horny dogs;
and Cockroach Vitamin Pill(1981) which featured
Skaggs posing as a crackpot doctor touting a miracle
cure made from groundup cockroaches.

On the eve of "Doody Rudy," I had the chance to
chat with Skaggs about his illustrious anticareer and
the current state of prankdom.

GettingIt: Joey, Given your propensity for
hoaxes, how do I know this is really you?

Joey Skaggs: You don't. Good question. Now you're
safe. We can continue.

GI: Tell me a bit about your methodology and if
your work has become more extreme as the
media has become increasingly tabloid
oriented.
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JS: My work is done on a whole lot of different levels.
In some instances we have to create a whole
advertising campaign, have it lying around waiting
for months or longer before anyone stumbles on it.
I'm dependent on other people to help me pull it off.
In the Solomon Project there were 25 computer
designers. When I did the Cathouse for Dogs, there
were 25 actors and 15 dogs. I'm always amazed that
I'm able to keep that kind of secrecy for so long and
have so many people actually be involved in it.

There's all kinds of art and art has a different
meaning for everyone. There's a wall decoration
that's nice and there's something that screams at
you and provokes you into outrage and hopefully
thinking about an issue, whether you accept it or not.
That's the nature of my work and that's what I do
and I don't think I've had to become more extreme, I
just think that I'm surrounded by more people that
are extreme but far less creative or thoughtful.

GI: Your fake appearances on TV shows, like To
Tell the Truth and Entertainment Tonight, could
be thought of as metapranks  pulling off a
hoax on a show whose topic was hoaxes. Have
these programs ever offered retractions after
finding out about what you did?

JS: No, absolutely not. They don't want to admit
their own lack of credibility or their own
irresponsibility. Giving it more attention would have a
negative effect in their audience's mind. They're not
going to want to have to do that unless they feel it's
in their best interests to control the spin that they
put on it by revealing it themselves. And what I
mean by that is they can say this guy is a real sick
person. He's a needy person; he needs attention so
he does these stupid hoaxes.

GI: Has the Internet changed the way you
work?

JS: Well, the Internet has greatly helped me as far
as being able to have a central command post and
correspond with people in different time zones. I can
have international teams like I did with Stop
Biopeep, with fake companies' correspondence and
emails, and all of that because of the computer. It's
opened up a whole new world for me.

GI: But has the Internet with its freeflowing
mis and disinformation made people more
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skeptical?

JS: I think they are, but we're also just as gullible as
we've always been. And I'm good proof of that. I'm
still doing it. It's actually wonderful  it's actually
pathetically sad. I have a major hoax out there right
now and I've already been enormously successful.
Noone even knows it's me.

GI: So that's being perpetrated right now?

JS: It's perpetrated right now. Sooner or later I will
reveal it, or someone will stumble on it and put it
together and go, "Wait a minute..."

GI: Can you give us a clue as to what it might
be?

JS: Fuck, no! [laughs] But when you find out, you
will die laughing.

GI: Joey, you're a master media manipulator,
but how would you react if you found out that
you were part of a mindcontrol experiment
and that some of your pranks had actually been
fed to you?

JS: That's actually what's happened to me, and I've
been faintly aware of that. But now that you
mentioned it, it's starting to gel. Oh no! [laughs
heartily] Thank you.

Lex Lonehood lives in New York and writes for
Citytripping.com and Art Bell's "After Dark."

ALL THIS CRAP, © 2015 GETTINGIT.COM
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JOEY SKAGGS INTERVIEW
by Joe Crisafi
September 2011

What is the difference between a prankster and a scammer? How do you define what you do?

A scammer typically does something deceptive for ill-begotten gain, usually for money or power. A
prankster uses trickery to humiliate or embarrass someone, usually just for kicks. But I have a different
agenda. I prank the news media and through them, the general public, to expose hypocrisy, social
injustice and the misuse of power and authority.

I have always thought of the prank as fine art and I apply the same criteria to my pranks as I would to a
painting or a sculpture. To me, intent is the little word with the most meaning. Having clear intention
and purposeful content can elevate a prank from being shallow, hostile or vindictive to something that
creatively manipulates ideas and emotions and gets people thinking about things in a different way.

I use various disciplines and tactics to attract media coverage, from  press releases, brochures, print
ads, bogus websites and TV commercials to elaborate unsanctioned performances with colorful
characters, costumes and props.

What prompted you to begin questioning the authenticity of the media?

As a young artist growing up in the 60s in New York City, I realized there is a difference between the
business of art and the creative process of being an artist. There were many social and political
inequities that profoundly disturbed me — the lack of civil rights, the hypocrisy of democracy, the war
in Vietnam, to name a few. Rather than be dependent upon the art “scene” to express myself, which
required acceptance by galleries, museums and art critics, I chose to take to the streets. My works
were raw, provocative, controversial and got me in trouble with the authorities. As my stories reached
the news, I watched how the mass media twisted and changed my intent to suit their own audiences
and agendas.

In 1968, I attempted to construct a life size Vietnamese village on Christmas day in Central Park. It
was to be a Nativity scene which I planned to attack with my “army” and burn to the ground
[http://joeyskaggs.com/html/viet.html]. My purpose was to protest the war in Vietnam. I had announced
my intentions on the Bob Fass show on WBAI Radio before the event. On Christmas morning, there
was a large crowd of spectators, journalists and police waiting for us, so I went to a different location in
the park. As we began the performance, the police closed in and arrested numerous participants. The
New York Times ran a story the next day with the headline, “Yippie ‘Nativity Scene’ Leads to Tickets
for Littering.” Their slant on my anti-war protest was very typical of the time. The American public and
mass media were not yet opposed to the war. Anyone who objected was considered anti-American. I
saw first-hand the weakness and inherent danger in the media’s reporting of the facts.

Why do you find media hoaxes to be the most effective way for you to make social
commentary?

As my work evolved, I realized the importance of the media in conveying my message. For the most
part, I was simply a spectacle - an isolated news story. They didn’t care about my intent. My type of
anti-government, anti-religion, anti-establishment public performance was very radical at that time.
Rocking the status quo was threatening. What I was doing was not an acceptable art form. I didn’t
care. I was not concerned about just making art. I was interested in making commentary and hopefully
effecting social change.

I was also interested in the immediacy of the media. Had I wanted to write a book, I’d have to get an
agent and a publisher. If I wanted to do a movie, I’d have to find the funding to do the film. So rather
than dedicating a protracted amount of time doing those types of projects, I was able to quickly access
the media, get my story out there, reach millions of people, and move on to something else.
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Before 1976, my works were ironic reversals, juxtapositions of reality or in-your-face confrontations.
Starting with the Cathouse for Dogs in 1976 [http://joeyskaggs.com/html/cat.html], I added hoaxing to
my repertoire and began to use the media as my medium the way a painter uses a canvas. I wanted to
expose the media’s prejudices, irresponsibility, gullibility and vulnerability.

Realizing that humor works better than confrontation, I set out to burst the pompous, pretentious media
bubble by pranking them with satire. I began creating realities that were plausible, but totally
fabricated. They were designed to make you laugh and also make you think. They had hooks too
enticing to ignore, like Metamorphosis, the Cockroach Vitamin Pill hoax
[http://joeyskaggs.com/html/meta.html], where I said I was a world leading entomologist using vitamin
pills made from the extract of cockroach hormones to cure all the common ailments known to man.
And there was the Fat Squad [http://joeyskaggs.com/html/fat.html], an organization through which you
could take out a contract on yourself to have commandos around-the-clock keep you on your diet. And
the Bad Guys Talent Management Agency [http://joeyskaggs.com/html/bad.html], an agency for bad
guys, bad girls, bad kids and bad dogs. The media, in falling for these hoaxes, not only became the
conduit, reporting my work as if it was real, but became part of the work itself.

One is never in control of what happens in the media and I found that to be exciting. It’s one thing
when you do a painting. It’s just you and the surface. It’s another thing when you do a media prank.
You never know how it’s going to turn out. Will you succeed in accessing the media? Who will fall for
it? When you do expose the truth? How will they take it? Will your message be conveyed?

My point is not to condemn all journalism and all news media. It is to expose some of the inherent
flaws — such as bigoted, biased, and shallow reporting. There are fantastic journalists doing
significant and dangerous work trying to bring the truth to the public. They are not my target. But by
accessing the media, I’m not only able to critique it, but I’m also able to get attention for issues I think
are important.

Tell us the essential elements needed for pulling off an effective prank.

I don’t do Candid Camera-type jokes. I don’t try to single out an individual. I don’t do this for monetary
gain. I work hard not to break the law, because jail is the last place I want to be. So here’s what I think
is important:

Motive. First, you need a reason. What is your subject and what are you saying? Is something
profoundly disturbing you? Are you pointing out a social injustice? Do you have an agenda you want to
bring attention to?

Story. Next you need a good story with an element of plausibility or some sort of universal truism.
Something that deals with human needs or emotions. Then you need to add something outrageous,
sensational, sexy. Essentially, you’re feeding the mark what they want to hear, presented in a way they
can swallow.

It’s all in the telling of the story. How do you want to tell it? Is it going to be a performance? Are you
going to have a large group of people, several people or just you? Are you going to repeat it, or just do
it once? Whatever you do, make sure it’s well documented. Because it is essentially ephemeral. I
make sure that I document everything and collect the news stories wherever they appear (print, radio,
television, Internet).

Secrecy. I’ve been extremely fortunate to have good friends and co-conspirators who have helped
keep everything a secret. I’ve sent impostors a number of times and have had to keep quiet for weeks
to make sure the show didn’t discover they’d been had before the piece aired.

When I sent my friend Norman Savage to play me on To Tell the Truth
[http://joeyskaggs.com/html/truth.html], one of the most famous game shows in American television
history, where celebrity panelists try to determine which of three people claiming to be someone, is
actually that person, I had to create phony IDs so he could pick up the plane ticket to California under
my name. Today that would be a federal offense. Who knows what kind of shit storm it would create.
And the authorities would be happy to treat you like a terrorist because the status quo does not like to
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be messed with. People tend to lump culture jammers and media activists in with vandals, liars and
scammers so they can be dismissive.

Budget. This is a production and it has to be affordable. You need to figure out how much it’s going to
cost and be inventive to keep it cheap.

Patience. Things may not take off immediately.

Portability. Whatever you physically create needs to be either removable or discardable in case you
have to run away. But, you might want to keep some sort of trophy to exhibit later.

Cunning, wit, and guile. You need the ability to improvise.

Support. It really pays to have a support team in case things go wrong. This could be people who can
either bail you out, document what you’re doing, or who are willing to jump in and rescue you.

Expect the unexpected and be prepared for failure. Some things might not work out as you hoped. For
example, when I launched a protest in front of the UN for my Stop BioPEEP hoax
[http://joeyskaggs.com/html/stop.html], the news broke that President Clinton got a blow job from
Monica Lewinsky. All other news was preempted for days. So, you have to be persistent and look for
other ways to get your message out.

Telling the truth. This is where the fun really begins. It is essential to send out a press release
revealing the hoax and explaining why you did it. The media’s initial coverage will probably have been
very different from your stated purpose. They rarely get the facts right, much less any subtlety or irony
that you may have implanted in the project. And, they are humorless when it comes to being fooled. If
the outlets you fooled won’t run a retraction, find someone else who will.

I wrote a recipe called “The Well-Cooked Journalist” that lists the ingredients for a great hoax. You can
find it at: [http://joeyskaggs.com/html/comm/comm15.html].

Some pranks, like the “Cathouse for Dogs” fell into a gray area because there were no laws in
place regarding what you were supposedly doing, running a bordello for dogs. You were
subpoenaed by the Attorney General’s office for running a house of prostitution. Are you often
walking a fine line with the law and do you usually seek legal advice before you conduct a
hoax?

I do walk a fine line. And I’ve probably crossed it a number of times, even though it’s my objective not
to break the law. In 1976, there was no law on the books against running a house of prostitution for
canines [http://joeyskaggs.com/html/cat.html]. But that didn’t stop the authorities from trying to arrest
me after I staged a night in a bordello for dogs with 25 actors and 15 dogs, which was televised by
Midnight Blue in New York.

The media quickly expressed outrage, which I encouraged by writing letters to the Soho Weekly News
under bogus names, both complimenting and complaining about the service. I was inundated with
telephone calls from people who not only wanted to get their dogs laid for fifty bucks, but also from
people who either wanted to have sex with dogs or watch people having sex with dogs.

To fan the flames, I created an additional controversy within the controversy to keep suspicious minds
from questioning the original premise: I sent out a second press release denying there was sexual
activity between animals and humans. Animal protection agencies like the Bureau of Animal Affairs,
the ASPCA as well as various religious and humane organizations and the NYPD Vice Squad were
morally offended and pursued me. I was subpoenaed by the State Attorney General and deposed, at
which point I revealed the hoax (with a Channel 5 TV news crew there to document it). Since there
was no evidence that I had done anything illegal, the charges were dropped.

WABC TV news, which had done an investigative documentary about cruelty to animals, featuring my
Cathouse for Dogs as it’s centerpiece and winning an Emmy Award for it, refused to admit they had
been hoaxed. The producer said I only said it was a hoax to avoid prosecution.   
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When you do the kinds of performances I’ve done, you can certainly expect outrage. You want to rock
their boat. That’s how you get coverage and make your point.

Do I consult attorneys in advance? Sometimes, just so I know the parameters of what I’m dealing with.
But you’d be hard pressed to find an attorney who would encourage you to do anything along these
lines because the outcome is unpredictable and the most unexpected things can happen, some of
which could land you in a whole lot of trouble.

An attorney’s job is not just to protect you from other people, but also to protect you from yourself. Had
I listened to attorneys I never would have done anything. On the other hand, I have had attorneys who
have volunteered to be there for me if I needed them.

What has been your most successful hoax in terms of the change it brought about?

I don’t know. I’ve tackled issues like racism, sexism, prejudice, cultural intolerance, greed and vanity in
sometimes funny, sometimes provocative, sometimes ironic, and sometimes indirect ways. Examples:
Dog Meat Soup [http://joeyskaggs.com/html/dog.html], Sexonix [http://joeyskaggs.com/html/sex.html],
Save the Geoduck [http://joeyskaggs.com/html/geo.html], and The Solomon Project
[http://joeyskaggs.com/html/solo.html].

I put it out there and it gets disseminated to a large audience. But, other than direct feedback, how
does one tell if you’ve inspired anyone to rethink their position? It could be you’re just preaching to the
choir. Over the course of my career I’ve received numerous responses from people who have said that
my work has affected them, and that’s always rewarding to hear. But has it made a difference to the
evolution of human consciousness? Perhaps just my own.

Why is the reveal the most important part of your pranks?

Each hoax is like doing a film or theater piece. It’s produced, directed, staged,  essentially with three
acts: the “hook” — the execution of the concept; the “line” — tracking and recording who’s fallen for it
and what they are saying about it; and the “sinker” — the exposé. This is when I reveal to the media
and the public that what they have believed is not true. Of course there is great pleasure in the
“gottcha” aspect of any hoax, but I believe the “aha” moment, the revelation that you’ve been fooled is
the most important. “Ahhhhh, I’ve been had. What else have I believed that I shouldn’t have?”

Essentially what I’m trying to accomplish in my work is to get people to question their own belief
systems and prejudices. What do you believe? How’d you come to those beliefs? Have you ever
questioned the source of those beliefs? If not, why not?

Over the years how has the media as well as the general public responded once they realize
they have been duped?

If you mean have people been upset, wanted to arrest me, physically harm or kill me? Of course! If I
didn’t provoke a powerful response, my work wouldn’t be successful.

Generally speaking, whichever media source you fool is usually not inclined to give you the same
amount of attention they gave you when you hoaxed them. So if you’ve had the great fortune of
leading the news, most likely, the retraction, if any, will be buried somewhere else. That’s because
they don’t want the audience to question their credibility as an investigative news source. If they give
you any credit at all, they are more likely to attack you, dismiss you, trivialize you, or miss your point all
together.

I don’t rest though until I’ve found a way to get the truth out. If the mainstream media refuses to
acknowledge they’ve been had, some alternative media will usually do the story. And then there’s the
Internet…

Was there a point or a particular prank where you thought you took things too far, or the
situation got bigger than you were ready for?
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It goes with the turf. I have an idea where things are going, but I never know what to expect. I try to
take it as far as it will go. It’s like a snowflake that turns into a snowball that turns into an avalanche. I
ultimately have no control, but that’s what makes it exciting. Each piece takes on a life of its own with
the media becoming part of the process. Their coverage, whether biased, prejudiced or factual, only
adds to the tone and duration of the controversy. The media is quite capable of contriving aspects of
the story all by themselves. Dog Meat Soup is a good example of a piece that became explosive.

I wanted to address racism and cultural intolerance in society and how we position ourselves as the
self-appointed cultural police of the world, with the media as the enforcers of what’s acceptable and
what’s not. The news media, whether overtly or covertly, help to mold the way people think. Without
expressly admitting it, they stream a steady flow of propaganda.

The idea for Dog Meat Soup was simple. I planned to send out a letter that was so suggestive and
sensational that all I would have to do is sit back and record what happened. The letter was written in
comical pidgin English from a Korean company called Kea So Joo, Inc. (which means Dog Meat
Soup). It offered to buy unwanted dogs for $.10 per pound from animal shelters. The dogs would be
cooked, canned and sold at Asian markets to be consumed by humans. I had Korean friends help
execute the letter and the outgoing phone message on my answering machine, which said in both
English and Korean, “Thank you for calling Kea So Joo. Please leave a message.” There were small
dogs yapping in the background sounding as if they were about to be thrown into a pot of boiling
water.

All this hoax required was the letter, an auxiliary phone line with an answering machine, a P.O. box
address at my local copy shop, and the willingness of the owner and his assistant (friends of mine who
had always wanted to be in a hoax) to cover my identity if any authorities showed up.

Predictably, upon receipt of the letter, the animals rights activists and animal shelter people went
berserk. They thought it was real and needless to say their responses were extremely hostile. Almost
immediately, my phone rang off the hook. I received a staggering amount of voice messages and
faxes and, within days, cards and letters, that were absolutely unbelievable. People were desperate to
stop this business and threatened to do the most vile and despicable things to the proprietor and other
non-specific Asians (because they couldn’t tell the difference between Chinese, Japanese and Korean
people). One said, “Why don’t you go back to your home country and make a business out of selling
your little dirty Asian babies to Americans as ground meat. I’m sure the world would be a better place if
we killed those children instead of allowing them to grow up to think like you.” Another said, “How dare
you live in America.” And, “Why don’t you kill yourself… and send your organs to the various charities
in order that worthy humans may continue life on this planet.” And, “How about Asian Stew? Asian
hands a specialty.”

It was amazing to see people unhinged like that, so threatened over the idea of dogs being consumed.
The tragedy is that millions of dogs are mistreated, tortured, abandoned, starved to death or
euthanized and discarded in America every year. But that’s accepted as normal. What’s considered
abnormal by our society is that people might eat them.

The story led the news on TV and in print in New York and around the country. Numerous networks
ran stories like: “Exclusive! Dogs for food. They’re man’s best friend but are they a meal?” I was able
to follow what was going on because I could talk on my home phone with my friend at the Luce Press
Clipping service. He would read me the stories he was collecting for me as they came in. On TV,
journalists ambushed Asians on the street to ask if they knew anything about this. In print, journalists
blamed Asians for the dogs disappearing in local neighborhoods. Some said they had spoken with the
Koreans on the phone and had made arrangements to purchase dogs. Since I never answered a
single phone call, this was completely impossible. Even if I wanted to, I couldn’t have pulled it off
because I couldn’t imitate a Korean accent. As I had anticipated, I had enraged the animal rights
people who got the media to get the government to come after me. But in order to do it, both activists
and journalists lied. This was outrageous, but didn’t surprise me. This kind of activity happens all the
time, but to watch it unfold and record the entire process just underscored my distrust of the media’s
ability to present the truth. To totally fabricate the story to suit their own agenda betrayed all the ethical
standards of journalism. This is one of the reasons I do this – to present the reality to the public that
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what they are told to believe in isn’t necessarily the truth. The media is a conduit for corporations,
government interests, and groups with an agenda. They constantly feed us disinformation, propaganda
and spin.

Back to the story: The copy shop was inundated with all kinds of pissed off authorities and journalists
looking for the Korean business man. They staked the place out, terrifying my friends, who stayed true
to the mission even though, in their own words, they were “shaking in their shoes.” The authorities
wanted to know when this guy would come in to pick up his mail and was there a street address and
phone number. My friends said, “We don’t know. He comes in, gets his mail and pays his bill. We don’t
know anything about him.”

Eventually, the Dog Meat Soup phone number was traced back to my home address. Authorities then
staked out my apartment building at 107 Waverly Place. This information was relayed to me by my
neighbors. They said there were people on the roof tops with binoculars looking for caged dogs in my
back yard. I was actually the one in a cage. The only way out of my apartment was through the back
yard, over the fence and out through a neighbors front door. They all covered for me.

After the story received adequate coverage, I decided to reveal the truth. My admission was met with
equal hostility and disdain by many. Some journalists refused to accept it. Others wanted to have me
incarcerated. Luckily, I had agreed, in spite of huge reservations, to allow John Tierney, a journalist
from The New York Times, to follow the entire hoax from beginning to end. His article in the Sunday
Times Magazine was the only honest coverage of what actually happened
[http://joeyskaggs.com/html/dogsinker/dogtierney.jpg].

In the last 15 years “culture jamming” has in a way become mainstream and taken on many
new forms, “street art” being one of the most popular namely the reinterpreting of billboards by
artists. It has gotten so big that corporate advertising has adopted the same guerrilla tactics
that were once used against them. It has blurred the lines between advertising and satirical art.
Do you think culture jamming will become less effective as it grows in popularity?

Not necessarily less effective, but there’s definitely a lot more company in the streets. It’s not just
marketers who have jumped on the bandwagon coopting these counter culture techniques. Political
operatives, out to cause calamitous damage to individuals and organizations, study these tactics as
well, as is evident by James O’Keefe’s “performance art” ambush of outgoing NPR executive Ron
Schiller and previous to that, of ACORN, both engineered to politically embarrass and take these
organizations down.

And then there are the establishment network offerings like Jon Stewart, Steven Colbert, Sacha Baron
Cohen and the late night TV hosts who also frequent, or pretend to frequent, the streets with their high
budget, professionally crafted humor/satire. It’s definitely challenging for independent artists to have
their voices heard. But at the same time, the Internet and social networking offers all kinds of
opportunities for ideas to break out. I think that ultimately creativity trumps all and there will always be
room for unsanctioned satire… unless they make it illegal. It just might not be labeled as culture
jamming or media activism or billboard liberation.

Dissent and rejection of the status quo have been called many things over the course of history.
Culture jamming is just another buzz word for satirical cultural critique, which has always been around.
It is successful because it manifests in surprising places with unexpected techniques. It causes shock
and therefore draws attention. Artists will always use any canvas or technology that is available, be it
the street, a wall, a billboard or the Internet, to creatively express their ideas. Once new ground is
broken, trends grow and eventually subside. Advertisers will always use whatever techniques they
think will reach their target audience, which is how dissent gets watered down and becomes
commercialized. But it works both ways. Some of the artists who deface billboards, changing the
messages in clever ways, or who create theatrical street actions, showing the social power of the flash
mob, ultimately become part of the establishment themselves. Perhaps their original intent was really
to grab attention and become commercially successful.

It’s naïve to think that it’s not all about marketing. It IS all about marketing. You’re either marketing a
product, a service, an idea or a philosophy. It’s a shock and a disappointment when a cultural icon,
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someone who you think represents your values and is fearless in challenging authority, appears to
“sell out” to the establishment by joining the world of commerce. But actually, the disappointment says
more about you and your fantasies than them. It’s up to you to figure out what’s really going on.

Around the time the Internet really started picking up is when I noticed that major corporations
like Nike, Red Bull and ESPN really started to penetrate certain street cultures. I’ve heard
stories where ESPN purchases video content of action sports but it has to meet a certain
criteria, (no cursing, no sports logos on clothes, no extremely dangerous “stunts”). So now
you have major corporations controlling the media for counter cultures who’s media outlets
previously existed without any kind of filter. The content people are seeing is not really a true
representation of what is going on in the streets. It’s amazing for me to watch this unfold. With
the advent of the internet I would assume it would be easier for counter cultures to hold the
reigns and control their media outlets but that’s not the case.

Money, money, money. In most instances, it rules. That’s just reality. Another side to that reality is that
media literacy is more and more important. Not being able to tell the difference between paid
advertising and a culture jam is a real problem, especially for impressionable kids.

I believe that a lot of people voluntarily allow themselves to buy into bad information. In this
day and age I feel like people as a whole at least acknowledge the fact that the media cannot be
trusted 100%. Why do you suppose that people still choose to believe what they hear even
though they don’t fully trust the source?

We are bombarded constantly with information meant to mold our opinion, whether about a product or
a political or religious agenda. It’s almost impossible to not be influenced by the disinformation fed by
the media to the public. We all tend to be in denial about one thing or another, and we all seem very
willing to suspend critical analysis for wishful thinking.

In 1993, when the Internet was becoming a mass medium, I did what is considered to be the first
Internet hoax. It was called Sexonix [http://joeyskaggs.com/html/sex.html]. I sent out emails to
electronic bulletin boards (precursors of forums and chat rooms) saying that three of my sexual virtual
reality experience pods, en route to the Metro Toronto Christmas Gift and Invention Show, had been
confiscated by Canadian border guards and that I couldn’t get them back. I blasted the Canadian
government’s Puritanical repressive policies. I made a plea to the general public to call upon the
officials to release my equipment so that Canadian citizens could experience sexual virtual reality. The
BBS users were outraged and responded in my defense. When it was revealed that it was a hoax, they
became righteously indignant and flamed me. Many of them considered themselves to be super
intellectuals. They thought they were in a safe zone, where people were who they said they were and
that everything on the Internet was true. I thought they were tremendously naive thinking the Internet
was their domain, void of any sort of intervention from corporate influence or from government control
or, for that matter, from me.

I’ve had conversations lately about political incompetency, about the power of special interest
groups and corporations and most people I talk to, conservative or liberal, exhibit a high
degree of acceptance. A lot of people say, “Yeah it’s fucked up, but what are you going to do?”
Do you think this generation is less revolutionary than past generations? Do you think we have
become too complacent as a society?

Of course I do. I came of age in the sixties. There were all kinds of social inequities that were not
acceptable to people my age. Call it naivety, call it self-importance, call it romanticized idealism… we
believed we could make a difference. We acted accordingly and our numbers grew. Much like we’ve
seen recently in the streets of Egypt, even though it now seems they’ve ousted one dictator for another
set of assholes.

In America today, most people are unwilling to get hit on the head, maced in the face or arrested.
People are lulled by the concept of democracy, believing that change will come from politicians. We’re
not living in an oppressive dictatorship, so social outrage is more muted.
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Certainly there are activists working in all facets of society to make the world a better place, and
Occupy Wall Street shows promise, but, in general, people are softer and fatter, with a sense of
entitlement. They seem to have only two keys on their keyboard, “m” and “e,” and they gravitate
towards what’s easy.

Very little has changed over the years. We still kill one another, we’re still greedy, we still pollute and
we still believe in fairy tales. It’s a sad reality that the consciousness of humanity hasn’t evolved
further.

To be a voice of dissent takes a certain mind set. It may seem like a waste of time, but the alternative,
settling for apathy, mediocrity and the loss of freedom, was never a choice for me.

You have talked before about how the media like any other business has a bottom line. Many of
the other institutions that you make social commentary about, like religious institutions and the
government, also operate with the bottom line at the forefront. If money trumps all, how, in a
capitalist world, do we find truth?

It’s on every dollar bill. It says “In God we trust.” Most people are not looking for truth. They think it
already exists, recorded in some religious doctrine, like the Bible or the Koran. To me, this type of blind
faith has always been the height of arrogance and cowardice. Fortunately, there are still people who
have an open mind and are willing to live with uncertainty, recognizing they have more questions than
they have answers.

If there is one thought or idea that you wish to leave people with, what is it?

If at first you don’t succeed, keep on sucking until you do suck seed.
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From the Media Weekly Independent Newspaper
In the Sixties he turned hoaxing from stunt into �ne art, and that’s why Joey Skaggs is Mark Borkowski’s mentor

Anyone who has delusions of in�uencing the media ought to see the recently released movie �e Yes Men, an ob-
ject lesson in how to turn pranksterism into political action.

It is the work of Andy Bichlbaum and Mike Bonanno, a pair of anti-corporate �lm-makers-cum-political activists 
who set up a website posing as the World Trade Organization. Despite it being an obvious spoof, they were soon 
invited by corporate types to speak at trade conferences all over the world. �ere they expounded what they felt 
were clearly satirical points of view (using slavery as an economic model, selling votes to in�uence elections, etc), 
only to �nd them welcomed as progressive ideas in the world of global commerce and trade.

It is a good �lm, making a good point. But there’s nothing as e�ective in it as the stunt that the Yes Men pulled last 
December on the 20th anniversary of the Bhopal chemical disaster in India. Bichlbaum and Bonanno had earlier 
set up a bogus website for Dow Chemical, the US company that took over Union Carbide, the plant’s owners at the 
time of the catastrophe that has killed 20,000 in the 20 years since it happened, and someone at the BBC logged on 
in the hope of an interview. In a magni�cent piece of e�rontery, Bichlbaum went on air posing as a Dow spokes-
man and announced that, a�er 20 years of evasion and denial, Dow had �nally accepted full responsibility for the 
disaster and would pay £12bn in compensation. What was brilliant about this was not the stunt itself, which was 
criticised for giving false hope to the victims’ families (albeit for only two hours, until Dow woke up to the hoax), 
but its e�ect   forcing Dow to retract its apology and withdraw the bogus compensation o�er.

In an age of cheap PR stunts, the Yes Men are following in the distinguished footsteps of one of my mentors. Joey 
Skaggs’ distinguished career of anarchic stunts demonstrates the di�erence between a prankster and a publicist, 
while at the same time making the prank an art work. What Skaggs does is manipulate the media in order to 
highlight hypocrisy. As a result, much of the media, who are not known for enjoying jokes at their own expense, 
dislike him. Crucially, Skaggs does not work for anyone but himself. He has no unseen corporate clients lurking in 
the background, and he rarely pro�ts from his stunts (although he has made a tidy living from his “�sh condos”: 
designer apartments for guppies that started as a joke and ended up being must-have gi�s for yuppies   the very 
people who were the butt of the joke).

Skaggs considers himself to be a performance artist, and cites as his in�uences the Surrealists and Absurdists of an 
earlier era. While others use publicity to sell us stu�, he’s a refreshing throwback to the more innocent age of men 
such as P T Barnum and Jim Moran.

A proper prankster (such as Skaggs or the Yes Men) picks deserving victims and makes them look gullible or fool-
ish, making us laugh while making his point. Skaggs is a master of this form of hoax because he always has a point 
to make and he’s never trying to sell us anything   because he’s not looking for pro�t.

I �rst made contact with him when I was researching my book (Improperganda   �e Art of the Publicity Stunt), 
but he made his name long before that. Skaggs is a product of the Sixties counter-culture, and that is what separates 
him from his acolytes today. America in the Sixties was an era of anti-Establishment protest, and it’s in that spirit 
that Skaggs staged   and still stages   his stunts.
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�e �rst was in 1966 when he carried a 10� cruci�x on an Easter parade in New York to rail against the hypocrisy 
of the Church and man’s inhumanity to man. He later strung a 50� bra across the steps of the US Treasury on St 
Valentine’s Day to highlight the American male’s obsession with female breasts. His premise was simple: he set out 
to ridicule the media façade, and the fallibility of the public’s blind acceptance of the media, so he used the media 
as his medium.

One of his best stunts was a 1976 newspaper ad announcing the opening of a brothel for dogs (“A cat house for 
dogs featuring a savory selection of hot bitches”), followed by a photo-opportunity for the media. One TV compa-
ny was nominated for an Emmy for its coverage of an event that was not only a �gment of Skaggs’ brilliant imagi-
nation, but proof of how easy it was to manipulate the media with two of their favourite subjects   sex and animals. 
Only when Skaggs faced prosecution did he expose the idea as a “conceptual performance piece”.

Other stunts by Skaggs to fool the press included the opening of a “Celebrity Sperm Bank”, where Bob Dylan and 
�e Beatles had allegedly le� deposits   again satirising the media’s obsessions with sex and medical advances. And 
a bogus laboratory where Dr Josef Gregor (alias Skaggs) had bred a strain of cockroaches that produced hormones 
that would cure all known ailments and protect humans from radiation. �e press, in its frenzy to report the new 
miracle drug, failed to note that the doctor’s name was strangely similar to the character in Ka�a’s �e Metamor-
phosis who turned from a human into a giant insect.

My favourite was when Skaggs appeared on national TV as “Joe Bones” to launch his “Fat Squad”   $300-a-day 
commandos who would shadow dieters throughout their day to prevent them snacking   in a send-up of America’s 
obsession with obesity and diets. Almost as good was when he posed as the president of a Korean organisation 
called Kea So Joo, sending letters to dog shelters asking for any unwanted canines to be sent to him for food, caus-
ing predictable outrage in the media, much of it with racist overtones. Perhaps none of the writers were Korean, 
or they would have smelt a rat from the organisation’s name   it means “Dog Meat Soup with Alcohol” in Korean.

Perhaps Skaggs is my greatest contemporary muse. Without him there would have been no Yes Men, no Michael 
Moore, because Skaggs   as little known as he is   is the originator. Unlike Moore, he is not driven by ego, because he 
is an artist �rst and an activist second. Because he shies away from publicity for himself, he remains unknown to 
the world at large, but his name should be written in lights as an example to us all. Hang on… I think I know just 
the man to do it. Now, where did I put Joey’s phone number?
14 March 2005 10:06
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